


Mark Bickers and Victoria Rothschild

OUR STORY

Founded by Victoria Rothschild and Mark 
Bickers in 2007, Rothschild & Bickers is 
renowned for its sophisticated and unique 
lighting. Behind the exquisite collections 
which adorn stylish hotels, restaurants and 
homes worldwide is a passion to keep the 
craft of glassblowing alive. Every design 
produced at the studio in Hertford is hand 
blown using traditional skills and techniques. 
Pure molten glass is formed and shaped 
using only calipers as a measure, making 
products that are unique and individual. 
Quality and finish are paramount, creating 
glass that will be cherished by future 
generations.



LIQUID LIGHT
Right: Jigsaw Interior Design



SHIP PENDANT
Left: Interior design by AG Interiors

Photo: Chris Snook



PICK-N-MIX
Right: Romo Fabrics



PICK-N-MIX
Left: M Projects

Photo: Chris Snook



MINERAL PENDANT
Right: ROCK + POPPINS
Photo: Chris Snook



FLORA PENDANT
Left: DCL Interior Design



OPULENT OPTIC
Right: Styling by Laura Fulmine
Photo: Simon Bevan



TASSEL LIGHT
Left: Rosendale Design for Chooks

Photo: John Carey



VINTAGE LIGHT
Right: 200 Degrees Coffee Shop
Photo: Marcus Holdsworth



POP LIGHT
Left: Motel One Spittelmarkt



EMPIRE LIGHT
Right: Nia Morris
Photo: Andrew Beasley



OPEN OPTIC
Left: Making an Open Optic in the hot workshop



TIERED LIGHT
Right: Brinkworth for Dabbous



SPINDLE PENDANT
Left: Motel One Salzburg Mirabell



LANTERN LIGHT
Right: Pia Design
Photo: Mary Wadsworth



STANDING PENDANT
Left: Prestigious Textiles 



SPINDLE SHADE
Right: Kingshall Estates
Photo: Adelina Iliev



RETRO LIGHT
Left: EdwardsMcCoy 
Photo: Marek Sikora



NOUVEAU BELL & OPEN
Right: Styling by Laura Fulmine
Photo: Simon Bevan



BUBBLE LIGHT
Left: The Manser Practice for Hilton Wembley



FINIAL PENDANT QUARTZ LIGHT



Motel One Berlin

WALL LIGHTS

To complement our pendant lights, 

Rothschild & Bickers have launched an 

extensive range of wall lights. By combining 

our classic glass shades with a variety of 

wall arm shapes, we offer clients over thirty 

choices that will suit any interior style. These 

decorative wall lights can be customised and 

specified with all of our standard glass and 

metal finish options. For more information 

please visit our website.  



CLUSTERS

Clusters are the ideal solution for hanging 

multiple lights from just one electrical outlet.

We offer two sizes as standard a 265mm 

which can hold three pendants or a 442mm 

which will accomodate five pendants.

You can use any combination of our pendant 

lights, to make your cluster completely 

unique. For more information visit the 

clusters section of our website where you 

can find some suggested combinations.



Motel One Berlin

MULTI DROP PLATES

We offer a bespoke design service for larger 

lighting installations. These large multi drop 

plates are perfect for stairwells, entrance 

ways and commercial spaces and are made 

to fit the dimensions of your space.

The most common are circular and square 

but rectangles and ovals are also available on

request.

Using 3D CAD programmes, our designers 

can work out the correct number of lights, 

the drop heights, and help you visualise how 

the installation will look in your space.

We can also design solutions for more 

challenging installations such as spaces with 

a glass, pitched or decorative ceiling.



LONDON SHOWROOM

Our showroom is located on Cross Street in 

Islington. With its fine 18th Century houses and 

stylish stores, this area has become a centre 

for interior design. The space showcases 

our finely crafted lights and fittings that are 

characteristic of Rothschild & Bickers, with 

experts on hand to give personalised design 

and style advice. The showroom is regularly 

curated with an expansive collection of all 

glass, metal and flex options, as well as a 

selection of multiple drop ceiling plates and 

retrofit LED filament bulbs. There is also the 

opportunity to see examples of 3D modelling 

used in larger constructed chandeliers, 

stairwell features and bespoke projects. 

Everything is available for clients to delve 

into, discuss and learn about. You can book an 

appointment or feel free to just drop in and 

have a look around.



Motel One Berlin

OPTIONS

Each light at Rothschild & Bickers is 

handcrafted, from the glass shade to the 

electrical components. This allows everything 

from the glass colour, flex and metal finish to 

be fully customised by the client. As standard 

we have over twenty glass colours, seven 

metal finishes and ninety flexes to choose 

from. It is also possible to specify small 

details like fabric fringe colour and ceiling 

rose styles. All the lights are supplied with 

a dimmable LED filament bulb selected to 

suit the pendant shape and lumen output 

requirements. Samples of glass colour, flex 

colour and metal finish are available on 

request by post or can be picked up at the 

London showroom. 



London Showroom

62 Cross Street

London, N1 2BA, UK

Email: islington@rothschildbickers.com

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7359 5817

Office & Studio

Unit 7, Great Northern Works, Hartham Lane

Hertford, SG14 1QN, UK

Email: info@rothschildbickers.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1992 677 292

rothschildbickers.com
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